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in this paper. we investigate some properties of multiple dyadic stationary processes from the 
viewpoint of their Walsh spectral analysis. It is shown that under certain conditions a dyadic 
autoregressive and moving average process or finite order is expressed as a dyadic autoregrcsrivc 
process of finite order and also as a dyadic moving average process of linite order. We can see 
that the principal component process of such a dyadic stationary process has a simple finite 
structure in the sense that a dyadic lilter which generates the principal component process has 
only one-side finite lags. 
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1. Introduction 
Multiple random processes with covariance matrices invariant under dyadic 
addition are called dyadic stationary. In this paper, we show some peculiar properties 
of finite parametric linear models of dyadic stationary processes diferent from those 
of ordinary stationary processes (cf. Nagai (1977, 1980) and Morettin (1981) for 
univariate case and Taniguchi (1978) for the generalized case). 
Analogously to the results in Nagai (1980, 1983, 1984), we shall establish, in 
Section 3, conditions such that multiple dyadic autoregressive and moving average 
processes of finite order can be expressed as a dyadic autoregressive process of 
finite order. 
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In Section 4, we consider the principal component analysis of a multiple dyadic 
process with a Walsh spectral density matrix of rational type. In this case, we find 
that each principal component process is obtained as a one-sided finite sum of the 
obsened process. For ordinary stationary processes, it is well-known that the 
rationality of a spectral density matrix does not always imply the one-side finiteness 
of terms generating the principal component processes (cf. Priestley, Rao and Tong 
(1973)). 
In Section 5, we make a brief remark on the canonical correlation analysis of 
multiple dyadic processes. 
2. Dyadic stationary processes 
We denote by r the set of all non-negative integers. Let x and ,r be two 
non-negative real numbers and have the following binary expansions: 
v 1‘ 
s= L .x,2’, with.r,=Oor I, .r= 1 _r,_, I’ with _r, = 0 or 1. 
I=-. I--r 
Then, the dyadic addition 0 is dcfincd by 
We donotc by { W( II, A ). 0 s A S I}, n = 0, I,. , . , the system of Walsh functions. 
The following properties of Walsh functions are well-known: 
(i) For each nE T, and A E[O, I], the value of W(n, A) is only +I or -1. 
(ii) For any nr, n E T, 
W(n. A) W(rrr, A) = W(nOnf, A), a.e. A. 
(iii) For each II E T, and A E [0, 11. 
W(n, A)W(n,p)= W(n,AOp), a.e.+ 
(See Harmuth (1972) and Morettin (1974, 1981).) 
Let { Y(r), I E T} be a y-dim. dyadic stationary process with zero mean vector 
and covariance matrices: 
f;-(/l)=E(Y(I)Y(rOh)'}, /lE T 
Then, the Walsh spectral representations of { Y(f), t E T} and f’,.( II), 11 E T, are given 
by 
Y(r) = 
I’ 
W(r, A) dZ,.(A) and Iqy(h) = W(h, A) dF,.(A), (2.1) 
0 I’ I) 
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where {Z,(A), 0~ A s I} is a q-dim. Walsh spectral process with orthogonal incre- 
ments and F,,(A), OC A S 1, a 9 x 9 Walsh spectral matrix such that 
E{dZ,(A) dZy(A)‘} =dF,(A), 
(cf. Nagai (1977) and also Yaglom (1961) for general case). 
The followings are the examples of dyadic stationary processes given by Morettin 
(1981). 
Example 2.1. Let {U(r), IE T} be a q-dim. white noise process with zero mean 
vector and covariance matrices; 
f-,(h)= E(U(r)U(rOh)‘} 
=G forh=O. 
=0 forh+O, 
where G = {g,,} is a 9 x 9 non-negative semi-definite matrix. Clearly, the white noise 
process is dyadic stationary. The Walsh spectral representation of the process 
{U(I). I E T} is given by 
I 
I 
U(r)= W(r, A) d-%(A) (2.2) 
I, 
and its covariance matrices can be expressed as 
I 
I 
l;,(h) = W(h A ).fu(A 1 dA 
0 
where the Walsh spectral density matrix f,,(A) is constant matrix G and 
E(dZ,,(A) dZ,,(A)‘} =J;,(A) dA = G dh. 
Example 2.2. Let X(r) = {X(I), I E T} be a superposition of N periodic “oscilla- 
tions”. 
N 
with (,, i= 1,2,. . . , N, being random variables such that E(&) = 0, ,5((f) = b,, 
E(&f,)=O, i#j, i,j= I,2 ,..., N. Then 
E(X(r))=O and IV.,(I~)=Cov(X(r),X(rOh))= g b,W(h,x,). 
k-l 
In particular, I.,,(O) = E(X(r)‘)=x,N_, 6,. which shows that the average power of 
the composite oscillation is equal to the sum of the average powers of the periodic 
components. 
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3. Finite parametric linear models of dyadic stationary processes 
It is in finite parametric linear models that the greatest differences between dyadic 
stationary processes and ordinary stationary processes occur. As a typical class of 
finite parametric linear models of dyadic stationary processes, we introduce 
autoregressive and moving average (DARMA) models of finite order. Dyadic 
autoregressive (DAR) models and dyadic moving average (DMA) models are 
considered as special cases of DARMA models. 
For preparations, we consider properties of matrix valued functions expressed 
by finite linear combinations of Walsh functions. Let @(A) = {&(A )} be a q x q 
matrix valued function of the form: 
@(A)= f: A,W(j,A). Oshsl. 
,=” 
(3.1) 
where p = 2” - 1 and {A,},=,,.,.2.., .,, are q x q coefficient matrices. We call the function 
@(A) defined by (3.1) regular if det[@(A)] ZO, a.e. Let us denote by L a q(p+ 1) x 
q( p + I)-block matrix whose (i, j)th block is A~i_l,~c~~-l,. that is, 
Lemma 3.1. We have the jidlowing relation: 
det[\‘] = I”I det[@(A,)], 
, -I, 
(3.3) 
where A, =j/(p+ l), j=O, I,&. . . ,p. 
Proof. Concerning a relation between the values of @(A) and the coefficient matrices 
{A,I,-,U.Z . . . p’ we have the following: 
W(P, A,,)t, W(P, A,)L, * . * 
= {@(A,-,) W(i - 1, A,-l)}t,.,, 
=[H,+,O C,l diag[(P(A,J @(A,) . . . @(~,)l, (3.4) 
where I, is the q x q identity matrix, H,,,, the Hadamard matrix of order (p + I), 
and diag[@(A,)@(A,). * . @(A,,)] a q( p + 1) x q( p + 1) block diagonal matrix whose 
j-th q x q diagonal block is @(A,_,). By notation 0 = {B,J}c,J, used in (3.4), we mean 
a matrix 0 whose (i, j)th block element is 0,,. Since det[ H,, +,a I,,] = Nq(pc’)‘z f 0, 
the equation (3.3) is directly obtained from (3.4). 0 
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Corollary 3.1. The matrix raluedfunction O(h) defined by (3.1) is regular if and only 
if det[I] # 0. 
Proof. This is clear if we note that the function @(A ) takes at most (p + 1) ditferent 
values, because 
@(A)=@(,$), forAE[A,,A,+,), j=O,l,? ,..., p. 0 
Lemma 3.2. Let the function @(A) defined by (3.1) be regular. Then, there exists a 
matrix calued function v( A ), which can be expressed as a finite linear combination of 
the Walsh functions: 
P 
q(A)= x B,W(I,A), OSACl, (3.5) 
I=0 
and satisfies 
@(A)?(A)= I,. a.e. (3.6) 
where (I x q c&,Ecient mntrices {B,}, _,,.,. 2 .,,,, p are uniquely determined by the following 
ecpution: 
I. (3.7) 
In the ohour cyrotiorr (3.7). I,, is the y x q identity rrrotri.v und 0 is the q x q :ero nrotri.y. 
Proof. In order for the product of two functions cl,(A) and v(A), i.e. 
GJ(A)_~~(A)= i i A,LI,,,W(IOm,A)= i [i A,,,,Il,]W(h,h), 
I-0 11, -0 I, -0 , -=o 
to be the y x y identity matrix I,, the coellicient matrices (U,}, _O~,~...,p must satisfy 
.f [ 5 &&I W(h A,) = L,, 
h-0 ,‘O 
for all I=O, I 3 I -, . . . . p. Using matrix notation, this is equivalently expressed as 
(3.8) 
Since (H,+,Of,)(HI,,,Of,)=(p+ l)f,,,p+I,. premultipling both sides of (3.8) (by 
(H,,,,O I,,), we obtain (3.7). Cl 
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Now, as a class of finite parametric linear models of multiple dyadic stationary 
processes we define dyadic autoregressive moving average (DARMA) processes of 
finite order. As special cases of them, we also define dyadic autoregressive (DAR) 
processes and dyadic moving average (DMA) processes either of finite orders. 
Definition 3.1. We call a q-dim. dyadic stationary process { Y(t), t E T} a dyadic 
autoregressive moving average process of order (p, r), denoted by DARMA( p, r). 
if it can be expressed as 
P , 
x A,Y(nOt)= 2 B,U(I@t), t = 0, 1,2, . . . , (3.9) 
” =o I =o 
where (i) p and r are non-negative integers of the forms p = 2” - 1, and r = 2’- 1, 
respectively (ii) { CJ( I), I E T} is a q-dim. white noise process and (iii) coefficients 
lA,l,=O.l.z ,.... P and lB,)t=U.,.Z ,.... r are q x q square matrices and there are at least two 
non-zero matrices A,, and B,, for some n,,, 2”-’ q noi 2”’ - I and k,, 2-‘-l 5 lo< 2’- 1. 
In particular, if r = 0, we call it a dyadic autoregressive process of order p, denoted 
by DAR(p), and if p = 0, a dyadic moving average process of order r, denoted by 
DMA( r). Let us put X: = max( p, r). And we denote by Z a q( p + I) x q( p + 1) matrix 
defined by (3.2) and by S a q(r+ I) x q(r+ I) matrix with fJ’,,_1,,+7,,-,) as its (i, j)th 
q x q block; that is. 
From Lemma 3.2, if dct(L) Z 0, there exists a q x y matrix valued function 
which is an inverse matrix of 
@,(A)= i A,W(n,A); 
” -0 
that is, n,(h) = Q,(A)-‘. Similarly, if det(S) # 0, then there is a q x q matrix valued 
function 
which is an inverse matrix of 
(lZ(A)= 1 B,W(n,A); 
that is, nZ( A ) = ct):( A ) -I. 
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Now we have the following theorem: 
Theorem 3.1. Ler {Y(r), t E 7) be a q-dim. dyadic autoregressioe mocing acerage 
process of order (p, r) defined by (3.9). Then, we haoe the follon*ing results: 
(i) rfdet(X)fO, then {Y(t), tE T} isa DMA(k)-p recess which may be written as 
Y(t)= E K,U(nOt), t E T, (3.10) 
“=” 
where 
K, = ,i DJbnt n=O,l,Z ,..., k, ifpsr, 
1-O 
I = 1 D,,,B,, n=O,l,Z ,..., k, ifr<p. (3.1 I) 
r =o 
(ii) I“ det(S) # 0, then { U(t), t E T} is a DAR(k)-process satisJying the eylrution 
; C,Y(tOs)= V(t), te T, (3.12) 
v-0 
= ; L,&t,, s = 0, I. 2.. . . , k, ifr>O. (3.13) 
j -0 
Proof. Suppose that the Walsh spectral representations of Y(t) and U(t) are given 
by (2.1) and (2.2) respectively. Then, the equation (3.9) is written as follows: 
P I 
I 
E A,Y(n@t)= W(t,~)#,(A)d&(h)= i B,U(tOI) 
” -0 I, I =o 
= I’ W(t, h)@,,(A) dZ,(A), tE T. (3.14) 0 
Since the system of Walsh functions ( W(t, A), 0~ A s 1). t E T is complete and the 
relation (3.14) holds for all tE T, we have from (3.14) that 
@‘,(A) dZy(A) = c&(A) dZt,(A), 0s A G I. (3.15) 
(i) Suppose that det(2) f 0. Then, by premultiplying both sides of (3.15) by 
@;‘(A) = T,(A ), we have 
= f K,W(j,A)dZ,.(A). OsAsl, 
, =I, 
(3.16) 
where coefficients { I$}, =1).,.2 ..,,, k are given by (3.11). From (3.16), it follows that 
Y(f) = 
I 
I 
W(t,A)dZ,,(A)= i h;U(t@j), tc r. 
0 , =o 
and thus the equation (3.10) is established. 
(ii) Similarly, if det(S) $0. then by premultiplying both sides of (3.15) by 
(III,,‘(A) = q2(A ), we have 
dZt,(A) = q:(A)‘l’,(A)dZ, (A) 
=,:I,[,;-,,L&] %‘(!,A)dZ,(A) ifr<p 
= i C’,W(I, A) dZ,.(A), 05 A G 1, (3.17) 
,-I, 
where coetlicients ( C’,},_,,s,.2 .,,,, k arc given by (3.13). From (3.17), it follows that 
I 
I 
U(t) = W(t,A)dZ,,(A)= ; C,Y(t@/), t E T, 
(I , ;o 
and thus it is shown that the equation (3.12) holds. 0 
4. Principal component analysis of dyadic stationary processes 
Let { Y(t), t E T) be ;L y-dim. dyadic stationary process having a zero mean 
vector and a Walsh spectral density matrix: 
f,.(A) = +(A)G+(A)‘, Osh i 1, (4.1) 
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where @(A) is a 9 x 9 matrix valued function of the form 
@(A)= i A,W(I,h), OsAsl, 
I-0 
with a non-negative integer p = 2” - 1 and G is a 9 x 9 positive semi-definite matrix. 
We note that under such conditions as shown in Theorem 3.1 every dyadic stationary 
process in a class of finite parametric linear models has a Walsh spectral density 
matrix of the form (4.1). 
Now, let us consider the following problems: 
(a) To find the s-dim. principal component process X(r) = 
(X,(r), X:(r). . . .,X,(l))‘, s s 9, t E r, of the process { Y(r), t E T}, that is, a process 
{X(r), r E T} being such that (i) each component process X,(r) is a linear combina- 
tion of { Y(r). r E T}, (ii) the component processes {X,(r), rE T},j= 1,2,. . . , s. are 
mutually un-crosscorrelated and (iii) for each frequency A. thej-th principal com- 
ponent process X,(r) has the j-th largest Walsh spectral density. 
(b) Through the principal component process {X(r), r E T}, to construct the best 
approximation p(r) to Y(r) of the form 
F(r)= 1 H(n)X(rOn), rE T, 
n -_(I 
where 9 x s cocfhcients matrices (H(~I)},,_,,,,,~.,., are to be dctcrmined so as to 
minimize the “dcgrce of nearness”: 
J(H, X)= E(ll Y(r)- P(r)ll“}. 
Now, let p,(A) be the jth largest latent root of/,,(A) and V(A) the corresponding 
normalized latent vector of /,-(A), and put 
V(A) =[ V,(A) V?(A) * * * V,(A)]. 
From the rationality of the Walsh spectral density matrix, we note that 
V(A)= V(jl(p+l)) forAE[jl(p+l),(j+t)/(p+l)), j=O, l,2,...,~. 
Hence, it is seen that the Walsh-Fourier coetlicients of V(A), 
I 
H(k) = 
I 
V(A)W(k,A)dA, k=0,1,2 ,..., 
0 
vanish for all k greater than p; that is, 
H(k)=0 forall kSp+l. 
Thus, V(A) can be written as 
V(A)= f ff(I)W(/,A), OSAsl. 
I-0 
The solution of the principal component analysis stated above is given by the 
following theorem. 
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Theorem 4.1. The principal componenrprocess {X(r), r E T} oj { Y(r), I E T} satisfying 
rhe conditions (i), (ii) and (iii) in (a) is gioen by 
X(r) = i H(n)‘Y(rOn), rE T. (4.2) 
n=O 
The Walsh spectral densiry marri.r ky (A ) of the principal component process {X( r), 
r E T} is diagonal and of rhe form: 
fy(h)=dk.[~,(A), PAA) . *. pL,(A)l. (4.3) 
7he best approximarion of Y(r) through the principal component process {X(r), r E T} 
is given bj 
F(r)= i H(I)X(rOI). r E T, (4.4) 
I = 0 
and rhe minimum value achieved is 
J 
I 
J “ll” = 5 P,(A 1 dA. 
,-.+I 0 
(4.5) 
Proof. Let the Walsh spectral representation of { Y(I), r E T) be 
Y(r) = J ’ W(r, A) d-Z,.(A). II
Each increment dZ,.(A) of the Walsh spectral process has a zero mean vector and 
the covariance matrix j;-(A) dA. Applying the results of Darroch (1965) to dZY(A), 
we can see that the principal component of dZ,.(A) is given by 
dZ,(A)= V(A)‘dZ,(A)= i H(/)‘W(I,A)dZ,(A), 
, -I, 
and also the best approximation to dZY(A) through dZ,Y(A) by 
d&(A) = V(A) dZ,v(A) = i H(I) W(l, A) dZ,Y(A) 
I-0 
in a sense that it minimizes the “degree of nearness” at A: 
J, = E{JldZ,.(A)-di,,(A)Il’}. 
Here we can see that the minimum value achieved is given by 
minJ, = i p,(A) dh. 
,-*+I 
(4.6) 
The principal component process (A’( I), I E T} in the time domain is given by 
X(r) = I’ W(f, A) dZV(A) = i H(I)‘k”(r@l). II , -0 
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The Walsh spectral density of {X(r), TV T} is easily shown to be 
fx(A)dh=E{dZ,~(h)dZ,~(h)‘)=diag[~,(A) p2(A) ... pL,(A)]dA. 
Also, we see that the best approximation of Y(r) is given by 
C(f)= W(r,A)di,(A)= i H(/)X(t@I), TV T, 
I=0 
since the degree of nearness / is an integral of J, with respect to A over [0, l] and 
can be written as 
J= E{llY(r)- P(t),,:)=l: E{dZ,(A)-d&(A)ll’}. 
Thus, by summing up the value (4.6) given above for all A, 0 S A S 1, we see that 
the minimum value achieved is obtained as (4.5). 0 
5. Concluding remarks 
Though not reported here, the canonical correlation analysis between two sets of 
jointly dyadic stationary processes with rational Walsh spectral density matrices 
can be easily carried out with the same approach as in the principal component 
analysis. Also in the canonical correlation analysis in this situation, similar results 
to those in the principal component analysis arc obtained, such as each canonical 
component process being obtained as a one-side finite sum of the corresponding 
process. Iktails for the canonical correlation analysis of dyadic stationary processes 
can be obtained from the authors on request. We note that the principal component 
process as well as the canonical process based on the approximating Walsh spectral 
ensity matrix of rational type are constructed as one-side finite sums of the observed 
processes and that the number of terms used in the principal component process 
as well as in the canonical component process corresponds to the degree of the 
approximatidn in the Walsh spectral density. These properties are also retained for 
p-adic stationary processes; that is, random processes whose covariance matrices 
are invariant under the shift defined by p-adic addition. 
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